A question of W. W. Comfort and J. van Mill on pseudocompact groups is answered.
For each pair X, Y of topological spaces let C(X, Y) denote the set of all continuous maps from X into Y . All topological spaces under consideration are assumed to be completely regular. Recall that a topological space is called pseudocompact if all continuous real-valued functions on X are bounded.
Let Q be a class of topological groups and X a topological space. An element G of Q is called a free Q-group over X if there exists a continuous map i in C(X ,G) such that for every H e Q and / 6 C(X ,H) there is a unique continuous homomorphism F from G into TT such that Foi = f. Note that a free Q-group is determined up to isomorphism. In the case that Q is the class of all pseudocompact Abelian groups, G is called the free pseudocompact group (over X). In their paper "On the existence of free topological groups", W. W. Comfort and J. van Mill showed that the free pseudocompact Abelian group over X exists iff X is empty. Now W. W. Comfort and J. van Mill asked whether the weakly free pseudocompact Abelian group exists. This group is defined as the free pseudocompact Abelian group, but for the uniqueness condition on F, which is left out. It appears that this group also exists iff X is empty. Lemma 1. For every topological space X the free compact Abelian group FaX exists.
Proof. This is an application of Freyd's lemma, see [3] . In fact one simply maps X into the product of circle groups T . Take FaX to be the closure of the group generated by the image of X. FaX has the desired properties since every compact Abelian group can be embedded as a subgroup in a product of circle groups.
We have limited ourselves to completely regular topological spaces. This is not a heavy restriction. It has the advantage that X can be identified with its image in FaX.
Let (X) be the subgroup of FaX generated by X. Lemma 2. (X) is not pseudocompact if X is not empty. Proof. Let C be an element of T which is not a root of unity. Define /: X -> T by f(x) = C for every x e X. There exists a unique continuous homomorphism F from FaX into T which extends /. Thus F maps (X) onto the subgroup (C) generated by £. Since (Q is not pseudocompact, (X) cannot be pseudocompact.
Remember that a subset Y of a topological space X is called Gs -dense if every non-empty Gs of X intersects Y. A topological group G is said to be totally bounded if, for each neighborhood U of the identity, a finite number of translates of U covers G. In [4] André Weil has shown that each totally bounded topological group G can be embedded as a dense subgroup of a compact group. Furthermore this compact group is unique up to an isomorphism leaving G pointwise fixed. As in [2] we call this compactification of G the Weil-completion of G.
We will need the following characterization of pseudocompact groups, which can be found in [2] . Theorem. The weakly free pseudocompact Abelian group over X exists iff X is empty.
Proof. Assume X is topological space for which the weakly free pseudocompact Abelian group PX exists.
Let A be a set of cardinality |A| > |T\Y| • co. Consider the totally bounded subgroup A of (FaX)A defined by A = {(xx)XeA\xx e FaX, xx = 0 for all but countably many k). Note that every Gs in (FaX) has a nonempty intersection with A . Since (FQX) is a compact group it must be the Weil-completion of A . Hence we conclude by Lemma 3 that A is a pseudocompact group.
Let A be the diagonal of (X) in (FaX)A, A = {(xÀ),€A\3x e (X)\/k e A, x = xk]. A+A is pseudocompact since A is pseudocompact.
Define /: X -* (FaX) by f(x) = (x)X€A. Let F be a continuous homomorphism from PX into A+A which extends /. Consider the following subset of A: K = {À e A\3p e PX, (nxoF)(p) <£ (X)}. nx denotes the projection on the coordinate X. By the definition of A we have that for every p e PX, (nxoF)(p) is an element of (X) for all but countably many k. Hence |Tí| < \PX\ ■ co < |A|. So there has to be a k in A which is not an element of Now nKoF(PX) is contained in (X). On the other hand since nKof(X) -X the two groups have to be equal. nK o F(PX) -(X). We conclude (X) is pseudocompact. Then X has to be empty as follows from Lemma 2.
